“A remarkable, inspirational and admirable woman has written a book
that should be essential reading for everyone interested in the real meaning
of wellbeing in its widest sense”
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– Sir Tim Smit, Executive Vice-Chairman, and Co-founder of the Eden Project

“Mary Reynolds here gives charming and practical expression to the wild,
free and joyful voice which beckons us all … Garden Awakening reminds us that
the natural but hidden connections between soil and soul are at once familiar,
comfortable and sovereign."
– Peter Bane, author The Permaculture Handbook www.permaculturehandbook.com

The Garden Awakening is a garden design book with a
difference. Mary re-imagines the garden for the times
we live in, looking at land the way a parent looks at
a child – as a gift and a responsibility. Learn how to
design and nurture a beautiful, vibrant and magical
space. Bring the energy and atmosphere of wild places
into your garden while incorporating sustainable living,
especially growing your own food, all in harmony with
nature's own intentions. You will never look at your
garden in the same way again.
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Mary Reynolds is the youngest woman to win a gold
medal at the prestigious Chelsea Flower Show. She is an
Irish garden and landscape designer, famous for her wild
garden at Kew Royal Botanical Gardens in London. Her
life has been the inspiration for a film: Dare to be Wild.

Gar den Awak ening

– James Alexander-Sinclair, Royal Horticultural Society council member,
garden designer, writer and TV presenter

The

“Mary Reynolds is … a custodian of the earth, a creature of the forest and,
above all, a creative spirit whose work is so deeply anchored to the earth that
her gardens are always a partnership rather than an imposition.”
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Alternative
Management
Practices
Is iomaí slí muc a mharú seachas í a thachtadh le h-im.
There are many ways of killing a pig other than by choking it with butter.
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he only way to make a sustainable garden system work is to
collaborate with nature. Fighting against nature is just plain
silly. If you are to treat the land as a living body, you must think
in those terms. In order for this land body to be truly healthy
and self-sufficient, what nourishment does it need? It needs
food, of course, but not petroleum-based chemical food. I
mean living food, full of life force, energy and nourishment. Can
you imagine trying to bring up a healthy child on a diet consisting purely of vitamin and mineral supplements?
We need to allow the land to grow strong on its own, and that means ending
our dependence on chemical fertilizers and pesticides. If you are changing over
from the chemical system, you must steadfastly support the land until it is able to
provide for itself.
In this chapter, I describe ways to help make your land independent and
strong as quickly as possible using mulch, innovative methods of clearing the land,
and growing beautiful and low-maintenance alternatives to conventional lawns. I
also provide strategies and techniques for maintaining your gardens and protecting
them from insect infestations and plant diseases without resorting to toxic chemicals. Finally, we’ll take an in-depth look at tree cultivation and care to help you get
the most from your woodland or forest garden.

Mulching
Mulching is the key to managing and maintaining the entire system. It protects
the land and keeps it healthy from the time the garden is planted until it reaches
maturity. It provides the best conditions for small animals and microorganisms
in the soil, keeps the ground cool and moist in summer and warm in winter,
and helps suppress weeds. Young trees that have been mulched grow twice as
fast in the first years as those that have to compete with weeds. All plantings
should be mulched immediately, especially on bare-field sites, and as the mulch
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decomposes it should be replenished faithfully. Herein lies the long-term solution
to sustainable soil fertility.
Mulching retains moisture in the soil as well as improving fertility, aeration,
drainage and the physical structure of the soil. It also suppresses competition from
neighbouring plants, even if those plants are the soil-building ground cover you
have introduced yourself. Mulch allows nutrients to become available on the surface
and then wash through the topsoil just as it does in a natural woodland.
Once the ground cover grows out, it should be cut back every so often with
the cuttings either left where they fall or gathered and placed around the base
of selected plants. This is sometimes referred to as the ‘chop and drop’ method.
Eventually the garden comes to have two types of mulch at the same time: the
decomposing litter on the surface of the soil and a living mulch of green manure
plants growing above it.
Ideally the mulch should be at least 15cm (6") deep. For smaller areas, start
with overlapping sheets of plain cardboard and soak them before adding the
mulch. For larger areas, just mulch is fine. As the mulch layer decomposes and
becomes thinner, add more mulch. In fact, ‘add more mulch’ is the solution for just
about anything in the garden.
There are many types of mulch, but it is best to use a mixture of materials
with various sizes and textures. This allows air to circulate freely and provides the
plants with a range of fast- and slow-release fertilizers. Use leaf mould, garden cuttings (after first removing unwanted seed heads), household compost, cocoa shells,
coffee grounds, hops residues from a brewery, well-rotted manure, bark chippings,
or anything else that will naturally decompose. Avoid using bark alone, as it is so
high in carbon that it takes too much nitrogen from the soil to break it down.
In my opinion, seaweed makes an outstanding fertilizer, but please, don’t go
to the seashore and strip it of seaweed for your garden. Better to use what you
have on site. Straw is helpful, especially for raised beds, but it must be organic, otherwise it will still be coated with glyphosphate herbicides, hormones and fungicides. Grass cuttings should be returned to the soil, though they need to be mixed
with other course-textured mulches to allow enough air circulation for effective
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decomposition. Branches from trees and shrubs can be shredded and used for
mulch. However, leaving them whole on the ground allows you to feed your plants
over a long period of time as well as providing food and shelter for wildlife and
microorganisms.
There many options, but the main idea is to keep placing cuttings and shreddings around your food plants to reduce competition, retain moisture and increase
yields. When you first begin you may have to import some of your mulch material,
but before long your garden will provide all it needs by itself.

Ways to Clear the Land

Pigs
Turning the soil over mechanically sets the soil ecosystem back years and should be
avoided unless absolutely necessary. So, how do you clear land without disturbing the
microbes and damaging the structure of the soil? It’s easy if you can get your hands
on some pigs! They are far superior to any tiller or cultivator, as well as being adorable
and extremely intelligent. They fertilize the land as they work and keep pest control by
snuffling around above and below the soil looking for tasty worms and grubs to eat.
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Pigs are social creatures so it’s best to have more than one. You could buy 8-to-10week-old piglets and raise them yourself, or borrow some from a local farmer or
animal cooperative that shares animals for such purposes. Loaning pigs avoids the
need to slaughter animals you have raised yourself, unless that is part of your plan.
Some pig species have shorter snouts so they don’t root as deeply as other breeds. The
Middle White and the Kune Kune breeds, for example, are shallow grazers and are
gentler on the land, while breeds such as the Tamworth dig as deeply as a Rotavator.
Pen the pigs in the area that needs to be cleared using a movable solar- or
battery-powered electric fence. Pigs are omnivores so they’ll root around looking
for grubs and worms as well as eating any greens in sight. Roots, briars, bracken,
weeds and grassland will all be turned into a grubbed-up seedbed in a surprisingly
short time.
Get the pigs to clear a small section of land at a time. If there is a tall, thick
sward of meadow there already, consider trimming it back first because it’s easier
for pigs to plough through shorter grass. They are also great at dealing with problem areas of perennial weeds by unearthing them from the roots. When the pigs
have done their job, remove them, gently rake the area to even out the surface and
then you’re all set to plant your garden. Pigs are also effective for clearing woodlands, but they will damage young trees; so if you have any, they will need protection. If your pigs are already trained to avoid the shock of an electric fence, they
will be wary of the wire or tape whenever they see it. A ‘pretend’ strip of white
electric fence tape around each tree will ably keep the pigs at bay.
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Avoid leaving the pigs on the same piece of land any longer than is necessary.
As soon as they have rooted it up, move them on. By that time they’ll probably be
plotting an escape to get at the new growth on the other side of the fence anyway.
Pigs have the ability to seal the soil by wallowing in it. To avoid this happening everywhere in the garden, designate one area as the wallowing hole. Dig out a
small, shallow pond and fill it with water or allow the rain to fill it. The pigs will be
thrilled. You can always refill it with soil after they are gone. If your soil is clay, the
pigs' rolling and wallowing seals the bottom and sides of the pond, so you won’t
need a plastic pond liner.
Pigs also need shelter to protect them from the elements and provide shade.
They are natural forest dwellers so they sunburn easily. Another thing they really
enjoy is an outdoor shower, which you can rig up fairly easily from rainwater harvested from the roof of their shelter or a nearby shed. Seeing their joy as the water
pours over them and hearing their squeals of delight brings a smile to the face of
even the most hardened farmer.

Goats
Goats are ideal for clearing land, especially in rocky or steep terrain that is difficult to clear by machine, but they need to be firmly tethered or fenced and monitored regularly. Goats will clear docks, brambles, bracken, thistles, blackberries and
just about everything else. They are perfect for clearing weedy shrubs and small
trees from woodlands, as they devour anything they can reach. If you want your
land grazed down to short stubble, however, sheep are a better bet. While goats are
nature’s trimmers, sheep are the mowers.
If you have access to an animal cooperative, you can rent a goat or two for a
few days if you are in a position to accommodate and care for them. You will need
about three goats per acre of heavy brush. Although most breeds will work for this
purpose, it is best to chose breeds suitable to your local area. In northern California
they mainly use Angora goats because their thick mohair coats keep them warm
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during the chilly winters before they are sheared in the spring. Pygmy goats will do
a good job too, but it takes a little longer to get the job done. A mixture of breeds
and sizes would be your best bet for a very dense area of wild land. Like pigs, goats
can be contained using a solar- or battery-powered net-style electric fence. If you
have young trees, the goats will eat them, so take proper precautions.

Goats are invaluable for reclaiming woodlands that have been overrun with weedy
trees, and they do it without a chemical in sight. They will only eat the foliage they
can reach but even that puts stress on weed trees. To fast-track the process, it is
best to coppice the trees (see page 258 [coppicing section]). When the trees have
re-sprouted, bring the goats back to strip them, then move the goats to another
area. Repeat this cycle and before long the trees will die. Then it is time to clear the
dead wood and replant a proper sustainable ecosystem.
Goats need shelter at night and when it rains. They also need a clean supply of
water and they appreciate being treated with respect. That respect will be returned
if you give it, but beware because the reverse is also true. Please don’t think the
poor goats were disrespectful if they ate your young fruit trees; they simply preferred the taste of those particular leaves over others. This is why proper supervision
is extremely important when it comes to goats.
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Chickens
Chickens are much easier to handle than pigs or goats. They also make wonderful companions and stock your kitchen with a steady supply of eggs. They are
extremely useful for helping to prepare the ground for seeding, but you will need
at least five or six in the brood to have suitable impact. The birds will scratch away
until the ground is nearly bare, at which point they should be moved to the next
patch to prepare it for seeding. I think of it as a ‘patchwork quilt’ method, and it’s
easy to implement if you use a moveable coop.
I think every sustainable forest garden should have a flock of chickens. The best
way to develop a healthy flock is to hatch your own eggs. These days most of the
available breeds were developed with prolific egg production in mind, but they have
an extremely short lifespan. By hatching your own, you can develop a healthier, more
diverse and more sustainable community of hens. There is so much to learn about raising chickens for someone starting out that I can only scratch the surface here, but I have
added references in the Resources section in the back of the book to help get you started.
For urban gardens, silkies are a good breed because they are small and quiet
and lay about five smallish but tasty eggs per week. Silkies do not damage garden
plants, keep caterpillars under control and deposit rich fertilizer as they scratch and
peck around. Bantams (and their miniature counterparts) are a fine choice for roaming through a more developed forest garden because they don’t dig and scratch very
much and have more of a taste for natural vegetation than cultivated varieties.
Chickens are very intelligent creatures that deserve our respect, and one way
to offer that is to be sure they have lots of room to roam. Perhaps you can find a
large run so they can run around on the days they’re not earning their keep by
clearing the ground, scratching for bugs, and depositing their rich fertiliser in the
future garden beds. It is also good to provide them with a pit containing sand or
wood ash because they love to give themselves a dust bath once in a while.
They will need fresh water, an enclosed run and a coop to keep them warm
and safe at night. Electrified chicken fencing works quite well, but if it you have an
ordinary chicken-wire fence, be sure to bury the wire several inches into the ground
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to keep predators from digging underneath it. Foxes are notoriously clever, of course,
and can jump over 2m (6') fences to satisfy their hunger. You should let the chickens out to wander the garden during the day and return them to the coop at least
three hours before sunset. This is the time when the foxes most like to hunt. They also
come out early in the morning but we’ve found them attacking chickens during the
day as well. If hungry enough, I suppose they’ll overcome their fear of humans.
Chickens need a mixed diet to provide them with protein, minerals and carbohydrates. They are natural forest dwellers and foragers, but until your forest garden is
developed you will need to supplement their nutrition. Try to avoid buying supplemental feed, as it is unhealthy and unsustainable. Instead, give them your uncooked vegetable peelings and kitchen scraps, or ask your local vegetable shop for any out-of-date or
damaged fruit and vegetables, but try to avoid giving them mouldy or rotten food.
Chickens digest kitchen waste very quickly and process it into a rich, concentrated fertilizer. They love scouring the compost heap for tasty morsels, so keeping
it near the chicken run makes a lot of sense. If you are not able to provide enough
food from sources such as these, you will have to feed the chickens organic pellets
twice a day, especially in the winter when foraging is harder for them.
Chickens don’t have teeth so they need to ingest and store grit in their gizzards to grind their food and help them build eggshells. Insoluble grit breaks down
the food but is not digested and has no nutritional value. Soluble grit is digestible
and contains calcium – which helps build strong eggshells. If they are not going to
be free-range chickens, you will need to provide them with both types of grit. Flint
grit or fine gravel and snail shells or thin seashells will do the trick.

Sheet mulching
Sheet mulching is a simple way to build the soil and get rid of grassy weeds and
herbaceous perennial plants without using herbicides or tilling the soil. First, mow
the area and cut back woody growth. Then spread a layer of cardboard, newspapers (but not the glossy pages), cloth, hemp/flax matting, or even wool carpets,
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and top it with a thick layer of organic mulch, such as leaves, straw or wood chips.
Anything will do, as long as it is free of chemicals and will eventually decompose.
The mulch deprives the weeds of light, killing them in just a season or two.
I often lay a sheet mulch in the autumn. By spring the mulch has decomposed
into rich, crumbly soil so I can plant my garden without tilling or further preparation. Some stubborn weeds that hold a lot of energy in their roots, such as Japanese
knotweed and finger grass (or crab grass), may take a bit longer to go away. This
mulch method is similar to the method I described in Chapter 1 (see page 34) for
restoring fungi to the soil, so it makes perfect sense to combine the two.

Lawns and Lawn Maintenance
Lawns can be used to create calming and simple spaces in your garden design.
Acting like woodland glades, these spaces create sunny edge-planting zones in a
forest garden. If your lawn is to have a purely aesthetic value, I would recommend
creating a low-maintenance, alternative-style lawn, especially if you don’t intend
to walk on it often. I have found that a well-established stand of white clover or
a mixture of hardy, low-growing ground-cover plants wears quite well underfoot.
These and other suggestions are described below.

LOW-MAINTENANCE ALTERNATIVES
TO HIGH-MAINTENANCE GRASS LAWNS

Moss
If you have a suitable site, moss is a beautiful alternative to lawn grasses – and you
don’t have to mow it. Moss can’t withstand much foot traffic, but in a damp, shady
area it will grow well with almost no maintenance. Throw in a few rocks and ferns
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